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Agenda

• Overview

• Non-text resources: why they are 

different

• COUNTER and a non-text resource, 

ARTstor

• Beyond conventional usage reporting

• Proposed value report for non-text 

resources

• Discussion



Up to this point: tracking the 

shift to a new medium

• Development of usage statistics norms 

and standards

• First return-on-investment 

measurement proposals for journals

• Beyond journals: challenges

• Larger impact of electronic resources 

(text and non-text) on teaching and 

research?



Non-text resources: 

why they are different

• Text resources: more standardized 

elements, even within online 

environment

• Multimedia resources (and other online 

content) are less standardized and 

provide services and tools not available 

on other platforms



Case study in non-text: 

COUNTER and ARTstor

• The missing  metric

• Different terminology

• New types of use

• Measuring use beyond the measurable 

environment



Example: Required COUNTER reports for Release 3 of 

COUNTER code of practice for Journals and Databases

• Journal Report 1: Number of Successful Full-Text Article Requests by Month and 

Journal

• Journal Report 2: Turnaways by Month and Journal

• Journal Report 5:  Number of Full Text Article Requests by Year and Journal

• Database Report 1: Total Searches and Sessions by Month and Database

• Database Report 2: Turnaways by Month and Database



Non-Text Resources do not have Full-Text Articles            

(or Journals!)



The only COUNTER-compliant type of use for non-text 

resources: Search

• Database Report 1: Total Searches and Session by Month and Database



<but the majority of ARTstor’s use comes from Image 

Requests, not Search

Image 

Requests, 41%

Search, 23%

Other, 36%



The Missing Metric: 

Non-Text Full-Content Unit 

Request

• For non-text media

• Images, Audio, Video

• Full-Content Unit

• Non-Text Equivalent of Full Text 

Article

• Request

• View, Download, Print, E-

Mail<and Stream?



Different Terminology

• What about Optional Journal Report 3?



Issues with Journal Report 3

• It’s optional

• Organized by Journal and Publisher

• Requires ISSN numbers

• “Page Type”?

• Definition of non-textual resource: 

– “Non-textual material that is published in an online journal, book, or other publication that is associated with 

a full text article, encyclopedia entry or other textual material”



The Bottom Line

• The e-journal, text- based world uses 

different metrics and terminology and 

has different frameworks that need to 

be modified for fully non-text resources

• COUNTER’s TAG (Technical Advisory 

Group) is actively working on this issue



Beyond conventional usage reporting

Image 

Requests

41%

Search 23%

Other 36%



Rich online environments support new types of use



Measuring Use beyond the 

measurable environment

• 82% of faculty use ARTstor for 

instruction in the classroom

• 72% of faculty use PowerPoint to 

display images during lectures

• 61% of students access images in 

Course Management Software



Case Study in Faculty Use: which activities are tracked

Activity Tracked in ARTstor usage?

1. Find images Yes

2. Export images Yes

3. Create presentation Yes and no

3. Give lecture No

4. Post lecture to course management software No

5. Students study lecture online No

6. Images used in exams and assignments No



Convergence with IT/software usage metrics? 

• Similar discussions (Source: EDUCAUSE CIO listserv, May 19, 2010)

“Until we have good standards (www.ceitps.org) for our measures so that we can at least ensure 

proper comparisons, possibly the only value-add metrics for comparing are going to be around 

services and customer satisfaction. The questions we should be asking are:

What services are we providing?

How well are we providing those services?

How satisfied are our customers with those services?

Granted, this is NOT an easy set of metrics, and NOT finance related. I understand that a lot of 

leadership (especially at the university level) like to see finance related metrics<especially since 

they want to know if they are spending the right amount of money. If we produced only one 

service (network – internet for example), like a utility company, we could determine how much it 

should cost. But when you put in the large mix of services we produce, it becomes too 

muddled. Perhaps that’s the way to do it –

Identify services 

Determine “cost” of those services (the difficult one)

Identify benchmarks for those costs



At a crossroads<



New Standards, and 

Education

• COUNTER standards for multimedia 

resources

• COUNTER TAG members 

surveying stakeholders

• Defining measurable events

• Differences between media 

types (e.g. streaming versus 

downloading and other 

activities)

• Raise awareness, encourage dialogue 

about appropriate role of usage data



1.a: Collection Report 1 (Equivalent to Journal Report 1)

Collection Report 1 Number of successful multimedia full content unit requests by month and collection

<Criteria>

Date Run:

yyyy-mm-dd

Content Provider Platform Media Type Jan-09 Feb-09 Mar-09 YTD Total

Total for all collections Platform Z Total 600 1023 1035 2658

Collection AA Provider X Platform Z Image 100 500 500 1100

Collection AA Provider X Platform Z Audio 150 500 500 1150

Collection AA Provider X Platform Z Video 50 23 35 108

Collection AA Provider X Platform Z Total 300 400 234 934

Collection BB Provider X Platform Z Image 100 200 500 800

Collection BB Provider X Platform Z Interactive 100 300 67 467

Collection BB Provider X Platform Z Total 200 500 567 1267

Collection CC Provider Y Platform Z Audio 100 123 234 457

Collection CC Provider Y Platform Z Total 100 123 234 457

What a multimedia resource COUNTER report could 

look like



But: Challenges of Comparison

• Significant properties of different multimedia resources 

• Time-based versus static objects 

• Functionality variance (not every activity will be able to be represented/one size 

does not fit all)

• Access methods (interactive usage)



Proposed value report for non-text resources

• COUNTER-compliant usage statistics

• Non-COUNTER usage statistics provided by vendor, supplementing COUNTER 

reports

• Tally of links to resource in campus course management software

• Citations in institutional repository

• Narratives from faculty in several disciplines about how they use the resource 

(research and teaching)

• Narratives from students in several disciplines about how they use the resource 

(course work and beyond)

• General statement about instructional/IT as value-added component of student 

education

• Notes about how resource contributes to accreditation  standards, citing relevant 

passages from such standards



Implementing value reports

• Examine proposed elements/create standards

• Track and integrate with other assessment tools

• Integrate tools and methods into staffing workflows

• Compile annual reports to administrators beyond library, summarizing impact on overall institutional  

“value”



Discussion



Thank you



Stephanie Krueger: Stephanie.Krueger@artstor.org

Anna Perricci: Anna.Perricci@artstor.org

Contact us


